11 Science English Paper Style


[50 marks]

Part – A [ 50 Marks – 2 Hours ]
Section A
[ Main Course Prose]





Read the passage and answer the given questions.
Answer the following questions in brief.
Fill in the blanks with suitable word from bracket.

[02]
[06]
[02]

Section B



Read the following stanza and answer the questions. (Poem only)
Answer the following questions in brief.
( S.R. only )

[04]
[06]

Section C






Rewrite the sentences using the correct meanings of the given idioms / phrases. [02]
Rewrite the following passage using Indirect speech.
[02]
Rectify the Errors:
[02]
Punctuate the following.
[02]
Do as directed.
[02]
Section D





Read the passage and answer the following questions.
Read the poem and answer the following questions.
Write report or email.

[04]
[03]
[03]

Section E



Job application
Speech or essay

[05]
[05]

Important Essay Topics:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Action speaks louder than words
Impact of Covid on Education
Role of youth in improving todays world
Yoga and meditation – a way to healthy life
Ban Plastic
Global warming
Honesty is the best policy
***

12 Science English Paper Style



[100 marks]

Part – A [ 50 Mcq - 1 Hour ]
Part – B [ 50 Marks – 2 Hours ]
Section A
[ Main Course Prose]





Read the passage and answer the given questions.
Answer the following questions in brief. ( 2 x 2 )
Fill in the blanks with suitable word from bracket.

[02]
[04]
[04]

Section B




Read the following stanza and answer the questions. (Poem only)
Answer the following questions one or two lines ( 1 x 2 )
Answer the following questions in brief.
( S.R. only )

[02]
[02]
[06]

Section C




Rewrite the sentences using the correct meanings of the given idioms / phrases. [03]
Rewrite the following passage using Indirect speech.
[04]
Rectify the Errors:
[03]
Section D



Write the paraphrase or summary of the given verse or passage.

[05]

OR



Draw and an advertisement or interpret the data.
Write report or email.

[05]

Section E



Job application
Speech or essay

[04]
[06]

Important Essay Topics:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Action speaks louder than words
Impact of Covid on Education
Role of youth in improving todays world
Yoga and meditation – a way to healthy life
Ban Plastic

**

